
Wednesday
The Greatest Group Purpose
   Today’s Scripture  1 Timothy 3:14-16

The Union of International Organizations website maintains information 
and statistics on over 68,000 groups around the world. Knowing not the 
number of individuals that represents, it does show the sheer volume of 
potential interests or concerns that draw people together from all over 
the world. Just imagine the thousands of people that give time, money, 
and honor to all of these groups drawing people from various nations and 
backgrounds together! Many of these efforts can be justly called “great.”

Webster’s Dictionary defines greatness as having these potential 
characteristics: being very large in size, prolonged in duration, more 
than ordinary, remarkable, impressive, and eminent. In every sense of 
these considerations, the Lord’s church is truly and wholly great. It is 
great because of its author, its purpose, and its future. In considering the 
comparative greatness of God’s great church to other groups that draw 
nations together in purpose, the church has no rival. Paul, writing to 
Timothy in chapter 3 of his first letter, urges him to remember and teach 
the greatness of God’s body, both in purpose and destiny. In verse 15, he 
urges proper behavior of God’s people as their opportunity to reveal the 
mystery of Christ to the world, just as He revealed the Father.

He reminds Timothy and all readers of the evidence of revelation for 
the certainty of our hope and the basis of available unity for people of 
all nations. Our Lord was indeed revealed in the flesh, and proven true 
by the Spirit. He was seen by the angels, and taught around the world 
even at risk of death because of the certainty of conviction. He has been 
believed as the chief cornerstone of faith as none other, and was taken 
up to meet His Father and seated at the right hand. The world has no 
greater group, and no higher purpose. Interestingly, in one alternative 
definition, Webster’s defined great as “a generation removed from a 
relative.” Isn’t that great? Jesus our brother, and God our Father. The 
family of God.     

Today, I will…praise God for the greatness of His church. I will call the 
leaders of the congregation I worship with and thank them for their 
service striving to lead the greatest organization in the world.
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